Effects of interstitial defects on stress-driven grain boundary migration in bcc tungsten
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Abstract

We demonstrate via atomistic simulations that the addition of interstitial defects, either self-interstitials or helium can induce jog formation at grain boundary dislocations in bcc tungsten. For the two typical GBs with distinct dislocation structures, we show that the critical stress for stress-driven grain boundary migration is governed by the competition between the impeding effect of vacancy/helium and the facilitating effect of jogs depending on the grain boundary character, thus yielding different response of critical stress to defect concentrations. Specifically, for self-interstitials, the impeding effect of nucleated vacancies dominates in the $\Sigma^{85}$ GB, while the facilitating effect of jogs dominates in the $\Sigma^{13}$ GB; for helium, the impeding effect of helium plays a dominant role in both GBs. Moreover, we reveal a transition from coupled migration to pure sliding at high helium concentrations.
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1. Introduction

Grain boundaries (GBs) are ubiquitous in polycrystalline materials. Stress-driven grain boundary migration (GBM) has now been well-accepted as an important mechanism operating in many physical processes such as plastic deformation, grain growth, recrystallization and phase transformations [1-5]. Notably, this mechanism, in many cases, manifests itself as the coupling between GB in-plane translation and GB normal migration, defined by a coupling factor depending solely on GB geometry [6]. Using atomistic simulations, the effects of misorientation [6, 7], inclination [8, 9], symmetry [10, 11], temperature [6, 12-16], strain rate [12, 13, 15], system size [6, 12, 13, 17] and structural phase [16, 18] on GBM have been extensively studied.

Tungsten (W) is the leading candidate for plasma-facing materials in future nuclear fusion reactors. A large amount of defects will be produced in W due to the irradiation of energetic neutrons and hydrogen/helium plasma [19-23]. It is known that GBs are effective sinks for point defects [24-30] and they have significant impacts on defect evolution [31, 32]. A previous study proposed that GBM under mechanical or thermal stress might serve as a self-healing mechanism for W under irradiation [33]. However, the influence of point defects on GBM in W has received little attention. Thus, it is unclear whether the proposed self-healing mechanism is feasible given the complex defect environment.

Previously, Elsener et al. [34] investigated the effect of oxygen on coupled GBM and established a positive linear correlation between critical shear stress and the number of oxygen atoms. Borovikov and coworkers [35] showed that self-interstitial atoms (SIAs) and vacancies can influence the GB mobility. However, the underlying atomistic mechanisms of this influence have not been revealed. Besides, it is unclear as to how impurities such as helium (He) affect the GB mobility. Therefore, atomistic simulations in conjunction with an embedded-atom method potential for W have been used to investigate the influence of self-interstitial atoms and He interstitial defects on the critical stress and the underlying atomistic mechanism of GBM. We demonstrate that the critical stress for GBM is primarily controlled by the competition between the impeding effect of vacancy/He and the facilitating effect of jogs. Because of this complexity, the critical stress as a function of defect concentration do not follow a linear correlation. A transition from coupled GBM to pure GB sliding at larger He concentrations has also been revealed.
Fig. 1. (a) Equilibrium $\Sigma 85[100][07\bar{6}]$ GB projected onto the (100) plane. The perfect GB dislocations are mixed $1/2\langle 11\bar{1}\rangle\{110\}$, and only the pure edge part is shown. (b) Equilibrium $\Sigma 13[100][01\bar{5}]$ GB projected onto the (100) plane. The perfect GB dislocations are of pure edge type $\langle 100\rangle\{100\}$. For both GBs, only one periodicity along $z$ axis is illustrated and brighter colors indicate higher potential energies. (c) Schematic of the stress-driven GBM process.

2. Methodology

The LAMMPS [36] and OVITO packages are respectively adopted for simulation and visualization. The equilibrium $\Sigma 85[100][07\bar{6}]$ and $\Sigma 13[100][01\bar{5}]$ symmetric tilt GBs, with effective misorientation angles of $8.8^\circ$ and $22.6^\circ$ and system sizes of $8L_{[100]}\times8L_{[07\bar{6}]\times2L_{[06\bar{7}]}$ (20664 atoms) and $10L_{[100]}\times12L_{[01\bar{5}]\times2L_{[05\bar{1}]}}$ (12480 atoms) are presented in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively. The most notable difference between the two GBs is the dislocation contents: $\frac{1}{2}\langle 11\bar{1}\rangle\{110\}$ for the $\Sigma 85$ and $\langle 100\rangle$ for the $\Sigma 13$ GB. The interatomic potential for W-W interaction [37, 38] produces defect properties in good agreement with experimental and ab initio values [39]. Periodic boundary conditions are applied parallel to the GB interface. The top and bottom slabs of $\sim 12$ Å thick (over twice the cutoff radius) are frozen (Fig. 1c). Constant velocities of 0.1 m/s for $\Sigma 85$ GB and 0.2 m/s for $\Sigma 13$ GB are subsequently applied to the upper slab along $+z$ direction with the lower slab remaining fixed. The metric of per-atom potential energy is used to track the GB displacement. The standard virial stress tensor expression implemented in LAMMPS is employed to calculate the shear stress. To suppress the thermal noises, all simulations are conducted at a low temperature of 0.1 K with a timestep of 2 fs. Self- and helium-interstitials are randomly created within 5 Å of the GB
plane, followed by a dynamic relaxation at 300 K for 100 ps before cooling down. Note that the critical stress for GBM is defined as the peak shear stress at the shear stress-time relations.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Effects of self-interstitial atoms

![Fig. 2.](image)

Fig. 2. (a) Shear stress and (b) GB displacement as a function of time for the $\Sigma 85$ GB. (c) Critical stress as a function of SIA number for the $\Sigma 85$ GB. The same descriptions apply to the case of $\Sigma 13$ GB presented as (d)-(f). The red dashed lines denote the critical stress levels without SIA defects. The arrows indicate the moments when the GBs break away from the vacancies.

The shear stress and GB displacement as a function of time at different SIA concentrations, as well as the dependence of the critical stress on the SIA concentration are illustrated in Fig. 2. For the
When 10 SIAs are loaded, the critical stress of GBM is slightly decreased. Whereas the critical stress is significantly increased when 60 SIAs are loaded. It can be seen from Fig. 2c that in most scenarios, the critical stress of GBM with SIAs is increased in comparison to that of the pure GB. In contrast, we observed a universal decrease of critical stress for the Σ13 GB (Fig. 2f), indicating a facilitating effect of SIAs on GBM. In both GBs, the critical stress is not a simple monotonic correlation with SIA concentration, suggesting that multiple factors might be in play. To find out the origin of this discrepancy, we visualized the GBM process of typical simulations. As shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, the migration of pure Σ85 and Σ13 GBs is in fact the gliding of an array of straight dislocations (see also Supplementary Movies 1 and 2), the nature of SIAs are dislocation-based, and jogs are formed in the dislocations due to the addition of SIAs (see also Supplementary Movies 3 and 4). Previous atomistic studies by Kolluri and Demkowicz [40] also demonstrated that the migration of vacancies and self-interstitials in Cu-Nb interface are dislocation-based.

Notably, the jogs are formed for all the cases we introduced the SIAs. When there are only jog formation, the critical stress are always smaller than that of the pure GB, for example, when 10 and 30 SIAs are introduced into the Σ85 GB (Fig. 2c). In other words, the jogs act as the facilitators of GB motion. At certain concentrations, vacancies are nucleated besides jog formation, in which situation the critical stress can drop or increase depending on how many jogs are formed and how many vacancies are nucleated. For example, when 190 and 200 SIAs are introduced into the Σ85 GB. There are only one vacancy nucleation for the 190-SIA case (Fig. 3c), in which the critical stress is smaller than that of the pure GB (Fig. 2c); while six vacancies are nucleated for the 200 SIA case (Fig. 3d), in which the critical stress is higher than that of the pure (Fig. 2c). When vacancies are nucleated, the vacancies do not follow the GB migration and act as inhibitors. As we can see from Fig. 2c and 2f, for the Σ85 GB, the impeding effect of vacancies dominate for most cases. The occasional decrease of the critical stress is due to the facilitating effect of jogs when few vacancies are nucleated. We observed similar phenomena in the Σ13 GB. A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 3e, in which three vacancies are nucleated from the 70-SIA loaded accompanied by relatively high critical stress (see also Supplementary Movies 5 and 6 for other examples). The observed universal decrease of the critical stress for all cases (Fig. 2f) is due to the much stronger jog-facilitating effect than the impeding effect of vacancies.
Fig. 3. Formation of jogs after SIA absorption by the (a) \( \Sigma 85 \) and (b) \( \Sigma 13 \) GBs. Dislocations are projected onto the GB normal direction. The same scales are used for both GBs. (c) Nucleation of a single vacancy at the stress-driven migration of the \( \Sigma 85 \) GB after the introduction of 190 SIAs (projected onto \( z \) direction). (d) Nucleation of six vacancies at the stress-driven migration of the \( \Sigma 85 \) GB after the introduction of 200 SIAs (projected onto \( z \) direction). (e) Nucleation of three vacancies at the stress-driven migration of the \( \Sigma 13 \) GB after the introduction of 70 SIAs (projected onto \( z \) direction). (f) Nucleation of one vacancy at the stress-driven migration of the \( \Sigma 13 \) GB after the introduction of 25 He atoms (projected onto \( x \) direction). The He atoms are colored deep blue. A single vacancy is denoted by the 14-atom cluster.

Therefore, the competition between the jog-facilitating effect and the vacancy-impeding effect determines the critical stress for the stress-driven GBM process upon SIA loading. It is worth noting that, despite the promotion or inhibition of GBM, we have not found a fundamental change of the migration mode and the corresponding coupling factor, which is characterized by the slope of the displacement-time correlation. Borovikov et al. [35] reported that the introduction of SIAs can sometimes induce a reverse of GB coupled motion indicating a transition of coupling mode, and pure GB sliding was also observed. Here we have not observed such phenomena. The possible cause of this discrepancy might be the difference in simulation conditions such as temperature. Borovikov et al. [35] employed a temperature of 1000 K which is much more relevant to fusion condition, while the present work adopted a temperature of 0.1 K to suppress thermal noises with a focus on the atomistic mechanism.
3.2. Effects of interstitial helium

We further investigate the dependence of critical stress on the He concentrations. The shear stress and GB displacement as a function of time are shown in Fig. 4 at different He concentrations, and the dependence of critical stress on the He concentration. Regarding the $\Sigma 85$ GB, the critical stress for GBM increases with increasing He concentration at the initial stage, but this trend stops at higher concentrations. For instance, when 70 interstitial He atoms are randomly placed into the $\Sigma 85$ GB, there is a 5.5 ns stress-accumulation stage, increasing the critical stress to ~3 GPa, more than one order of magnitude higher than the pure GB case (Figs. 4a and 4b). Upon the release of the huge energy stored, a significant multiple jump of ~35 Å is observed (Fig. 4b), which is due to that the elastic energy stored is capable of immediately inducing many consecutive jumps. After this multiple-jump event, the GB exhibits coupled GBM as that of the pure GB (see also Supplementary Movie 7). In most our simulations, we found that He self-trapping leads to the easy production of SIAs and He-vacancy clusters at GBs, consistent with previous studies [29, 41, 42]. These SIAs changes the GB dislocation structure by the formation of jogs. At high He concentrations (larger than 120 He atoms), we observed the transition from coupled GBM to pure GB sliding, where there is no normal GB displacement (see also Supplementary Movie 8). Since coupling is determined by GB dislocation structure, the transition from coupling to pure sliding indicates that He clustering severely damages the GB dislocation structure at high He concentrations.

In terms of the $\Sigma 13$ GB, we observed a much smaller impeding effect and the critical stress for GBM at any He concentrations which is no more than a factor of 3 (Fig. 4f). Take the 25-He loaded one for example (Figs. 4d and 4e), the stress accumulation period is not that obvious and only a triple-jump event of ~ 7 Å can be observed (see also Supplementary Movie 9). When more than 30 He atoms are added, we easily see the transition from coupled GBM to pure GB sliding (see also Supplementary Movie 10). The concentration for this transition is much smaller than that in the $\Sigma 85$ GB. Further, a single vacancy also nucleates as the GB breaks away from the He-vacancy clusters and carries the SIAs with them (Fig. 3f). As we have illustrated in Fig. 2, the formation of SIAs generally increases the critical stress for migration of the $\Sigma 85$ GB, while decreases that of the $\Sigma 13$ GB. We can thus understand why the overall critical stress increases upon interstitial He loading is much smaller in the $\Sigma 13$ than $\Sigma 85$ GB. We thus demonstrate that the competition between the impeding effect of vacancy/He and the facilitating effect of jogs (due to the generation of SIAs)
dictates the GBM process when He impurities are introduced.

Fig. 4. (a) Shear stress and (b) GB displacement as a function of time for the $\Sigma 85$ GB. (c) Critical stress as a function of He number for the $\Sigma 85$ GB. The same descriptions apply to the case of $\Sigma 13$ GB presented as (d)-(f). The red dashed lines denote the critical stress levels without He defects. The black dashed lines indicate the transition from coupled GBM to pure GB sliding. The arrows indicate the moments when the GBs break away from the He atoms.

In a recent experimental study, He et al. [43] reported that the excess of oxygen in the GBs of nanocrystalline aluminum increases the critical stress for GBM, decreases the GB mean velocity and retards grain growth, suggesting that, on the one hand, the effectiveness of stress-driven GBM as a self-healing mechanism in fusion reactor environment will likely be retarded by the low-mobility of He-vacancy clusters; but on the other hand, the retarding effect can be beneficial to the suppression of the radiation-induced grain growth of nanocrystalline W. These results provide guidance for the
manipulation of the deformation mechanism and the mechanical properties of polycrystalline and nanocrystalline materials through doping.

Similar simulations have also been conducted at 300 K. The higher temperature leads to the decrease of critical stress in all cases because of the thermal effects, but the same operating mechanisms are still valid. Here we demonstrate that the correlations between critical stress and defect concentration are not linear due to the operation of the multiple effects. Because of this complexity, we show that the GB mobility can be increased or decreased depending on the GB structure and defect concentrations, in good agreement with that reported by Borovikov et al. [35] using a range of high-angle GBs. Since W is a very typical bcc metal, we expect that similar results might also be valid for other bcc metals.

4. Conclusions

We show via atomistic simulations that the nature of SIAs in a GB is dislocation-based and SIA addition leads to jog formation in bcc W. We further demonstrate that the critical stress for stress-driven GBM is governed by the competition between the impeding effect vacancy/He and the facilitating effect of jogs. Specifically, the impeding effect of vacancies dominate in the $\Sigma 85$ GB, therefore the introduction of SIAs generally decreases the mobility of the $\Sigma 85$ GB; while the facilitating effect of jogs plays a dominant role in the $\Sigma 13$ GB, we thus observed an overall increase of its mobility. The introduction of He impurities increases the critical stress for the migration of both the GBs, but the impeding effect is much more prominent in the $\Sigma 85$ GB. Moreover, the addition of SIAs does not alter the coupling mode and coupling factor of GBM, while the addition of He atoms leads to the transition from coupling to pure sliding at high He concentrations due to the He clustering-induced damage of GB dislocation structure. The present results underscore the complexity of stress-driven GBM under defect influences, and contribute to the understanding of plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials, especially under harsh irradiation conditions, where a large number of defects and defect clusters are created.
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The Supplementary Materials contain:

Supporting Movies 1-10

**Movie 1.** Gliding of grain boundary dislocations for the stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 85$ grain boundary. The dislocations are of mixed $\frac{1}{2}<111>\{110\}$ type and the burger vectors are shown by the arrows.

**Movie 2.** Gliding of grain boundary dislocations for the stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 13$ grain boundary. The dislocations are of pure edge $<100>\{100\}$ type and the burger vectors are shown by the arrows.

**Movie 3.** Gliding of grain boundary dislocations with jogs after the absorption of 20 self-interstitials for the stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 85$ grain boundary.

**Movie 4.** Gliding of grain boundary dislocations with jogs after the absorption of 20 self-interstitials for the stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 13$ grain boundary.

**Movie 5.** Vacancy nucleation after the absorption of 60 self-interstitials for the stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 85$ grain boundary. Atoms are colored according to their potential energies and only atoms with higher energy than -8.7 eV are displayed. Single vacancy is shown as a 14-atom cluster around it.
**Movie 6.** Vacancy nucleation after the absorption of 20 self-interstitials for the stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 13$ grain boundary. Atoms are colored according to their potential energies and only atoms with higher energy than -8.7 eV are displayed. Single vacancy is shown as a 14-atom cluster around it.

**Movie 7.** Stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 85$ grain boundary after the absorption of 70 interstitial helium atoms. A significant impeding stage is shown, known as the “impurity drag” effect. Nevertheless, the coupled grain boundary motion is still preserved.

**Movie 8.** Stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 85$ grain boundary after the absorption of 120 interstitial helium atoms. Due to the destruction the grain boundary structure by helium clustering, coupled grain boundary motion is replaced by pure grain boundary sliding as the operating mechanism.

**Movie 9.** Stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 13$ grain boundary after the absorption of 25 interstitial helium atoms. Only a small impeding stage is shown and vacancy nucleation was also observed. Grain boundary moves in a coupled manner.

**Movie 10.** Stress-driven migration of the $\Sigma 13$ grain boundary after the absorption of 30 interstitial helium atoms. Due to the destruction the grain boundary structure by helium clustering, coupled grain boundary motion is replaced by pure grain boundary sliding as the operating mechanism.